This paper presents a new methodology to recommend the most suitable Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) method from a subset of candidate methods when risk and uncertainty are anticipated. A structured approach has been created based on an analysis of MCDM problems and methods characteristics. Outcomes of this analysis provide decision makers with a suggested group of candidate methods for their problem. Sensitivity analysis is applied to the suggested group of candidate methods to analyze the robustness of outputs when risk and uncertainty are anticipated. A MCDM method is automatically selected that delivers the most robust outcome. MCDM methods dealing with discrete sets of alternatives are considered. Numerical examples are presented where some MCDM methods are compared and recommended by calculating the minimum percentage change in criteria weights and performance measures required to alter the ranking of any two alternatives. A MCDM method will be recommended based on a best compromise in minimum percentage change required in inputs to alter the ranking of alternatives. Different cases are considered and some new propositions are presented based on potential generalized scenarios of MCDM problems.
Introduction
The research presented in this paper is part of a broader study to recommend the most suitable Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) method for a decisional problem by addressing factors concerning problem characteristics and MCDM methods characteristics.
A set of novel propositions have been created based on potential generalized scenarios of MCDM problems. These propositions were tested on a number of numerical example (available on request) and results showed the proposition were accurate in predicting a suitable MCDM method for certain MCDM problems and predicting the topranking alternative from a set of identified alternatives. Three decisional problems proposed by Expert Choice Sample Models are considered in this paper which represent a set of potential generalized scenarios of MCDM problems used to test the novel set of propositions.
Making a decision is a process where alternatives are assessed to select a choice or a course of action to fulfil desired objectives and goals. A suitable decision-making process can be essential for success in an organization. Problems and information needed for making a decision can be vague and uncertain. Many researchers stressed the need to consider uncertainty in making decisions [2, 3] , 2012; [6, 44] , however it was not often considered in practice [43] .
Different decision-making methods are used for different real-life problems, and there are no superior methods. Poyhonen and Hamalainen [25] stated that although different weighting methods often consider the same theoretical algorithms, they often lead to different outcomes. Because making judgments in a high risk, fuzzy and uncertain environment (where higher stakes and many assumptions are involved) makes decisions more vulnerable to distortion, the involvement of more complex scientific decision-making methods can help. Most human beings are only capable of dealing with a small number of criteria at the same time [21] . To manage multi-criteria problems in a more efficient manner, decision makers tend to use MCDM methods. But MCDM methods might have both advantages and disadvantages in finding a suitable final outcome.
MCDM is a field of operational research where alternatives are assessed to select the most suitable alternative that fulfils a desired goal with respect to a set of multiple and often conflicting criteria [16] . MCDM is an important part of decision-making theory and operational research. It is often considered reliable. It is a set of methods and procedures by which multiple and conflicting criteria can be incorporated into a decision process. Moreover, MCDM could be considered as a systematic process for analysing and choosing between alternatives. It aims to split a problem into smaller parts, analysing and assessing each part, then aggregating all parts to select the best feasible alternative from a set of alternatives using a predefined set of criteria. MCDM aims to enable decision makers to solve conflicting real world quantitative and / or qualitative multi-criteria problems, and to find best-fit alternatives from a set of alternatives in certain, uncertain, fuzzy or risky environments [27] .
Durbach and Stewart [4] claimed that all multi-criteria methods improved the decision-making process by decomposing the overall assessment of alternatives to the assessment of a number of often conflicting criteria. Since it is difficult to check MCDM methods for accuracy because they utilize different means when dealing with different data sets, MCDM methods are often difficult to compare (Olson, 2007) . The process of decision-making in a MCDM problem is sequential; a user can go through iterations to reach more robust and reliable comparisons. Checking the consistency of comparisons could have an important role.
Consistency of comparisons is important as it shows the reliability and robustness of outcomes [28] , Saaty [34] proposed that inconsistency could be "one order of magnitude less important than consistency or 10% of the total concern with consistent measurement." If inconsistency was larger than 10% then it could disturb the decision-making process. Human judgments are often prone to errors and biases, but human behaviour is not the only source of inconsistency, since decision makers are required to describe criteria and alternatives on measure scales with a limited set of numbers, the measure scales used in different methods could also contribute to inconsistencies [25] .
It is important for decision makers to understand the nature of uncertainty in order to enhance their ability to make decisions and to reduce the level of risk associated with their decisions. Moreover, decision makers' understanding of the nature of uncertainty could lower inconsistency rates and provide more robust and reliable representation of weights and performance measures [25] . Salo and Hamalainen [35] claimed that weighting methods that allowed decision makers to provide imprecise preference statements often produced better preference elicitation. Scholten et al. [43] claimed that uncertainty in criteria weights could occur from personal biases, inaccurate quantitative estimates, or the use of imprecise weights to reduce inconsistencies.
Scholten et al. [43] stated that detailed consideration of uncertainties might have a counterproductive effect if stakeholders become overwhelmed with uncertainties, but Scholten et al. asserted that the use of simplifying assumptions to explore (and not only to rank) alternatives may provide important insights. The process of helping stakeholders define their fundamental objectives and to use them to create and compare innovative solutions does not need a detailed consideration of uncertainties [11] . The under rating of uncertainties might have severe outcomes in long term planning, since the cost of a wrong decision due to not considering uncertainty could be severe.
Ozernoy [24] asserted that there was no perfect MCDM method because decision-makers might be unable to provide all the required information and/or different decisional problems require different algorithms to deliver their intended outcomes. Miettinen and Salminen [20] claimed that in real life problems, criteria weights were often hard to provide as "exact" numbers and provided a number of examples were criteria values could not be defined as exact numbers. They modelled uncertainty in criterion weights as probability functions and fuzzy values. They claimed that inaccuracy might be better understood by using Pseudo criteria; introducing preference and indifference thresholds where the inaccuracy can be filtered between these thresholds.
Durbach and Stewart [3, 4] depicted uncertainty using five different models: Probabilities, Decision weights, Explicit risk measures, Fuzzy numbers and Scenarios, and they claimed that the most popular way to model uncertainty was using probabilities. Durbach and Stewart [3] stated that decision makers tend to favour the model of uncertainty that provided easier judgement and concise information.
All decision-making processes involve an element of risk. Risk is an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect on at least one objective. Since risks originate from uncertainty, a risk with probability of one can be considered to be a fact. The outcomes of a decision-making process are significantly shaped by internal and external factors. Some of these factors are known, while others are unknown to decision makers.
Risks are inevitable in real world problems. Internal risks include time, cost and team changes, external risks include change in regulations, market shift, technical issues, and unforeseeable risk. Studies suggest that 90% of problems could be avoided with better risk management [26] . Decision makers should exploit, enhance and capture positive risk (opportunity), and avoid, mitigate, and transfer negative risk (threats). Severity = Impact * Probability [26] . Risks with high severity require priority action and an aggressive response strategy. Risks with medium severity require proactive action and should be added to a watch list for future monitoring. Accepted risks with low severity should be added to the watch list for future monitoring.
Moreover, sensitivity analysis should be conducted to check for robustness and validate feasibility of MCDM outcomes [33] . Saltelli et al. [36] defined sensitivity analysis as the analysis of the effect of uncertainty in the output of a model, affected by uncertainty in its inputs.
Wolters and Mareschal [49] defined three types of sensitivity analysis for a decisional problem:
• Sensitivity of a ranking to changes in scores of all alternatives depending on certain criterion. In this case uncertainties are in particular criterion scores.
• The effect of changes in performance measures of one alternative with respect to a criterion.
• The minimum change in criteria weights required to make an alternative ranked first.
The decision maker would seek the judgment of individuals or groups who possessed specialized knowledge or past experience in a particular area. The judgment provided by people with expertise could be utilized at various stages in order to carry out effective decisionmaking. However, expert knowledge is not always enough to fill a gap. Making judgments based on historical data is not new. When dealing with uncertainty, unknown consequences are modelled as random variables. Using past experience and historical data to predict the probabilities of these variables is often impossible. Judgments provided based on past experience and historical data might be inaccurate and unacceptable [7] . Decision-making tools aim to improve the general process of decision-making.
Haddad [14] identified the following steps to reach a most suitable (best compromise) solution in any multi-criteria problem:
1 Identify the problem. 2 Define goals and targets. 3 Define a set of criteria. 4 Identify alternatives. 5 Select a MCDM method to evaluate the overall score of alternatives with respect to the criteria set. 6 Review and evaluate outcomes.
At the end of a decision process, decisions should be reviewed and validated. Unsuccessful or inappropriate decisions should be reassessed, and the process started again. Fig. 1 . A model of a general decision-making process under uncertainty [7] .
Grechuk and Zabarankin [7] modelled the general decision-making process under uncertainty as four stages as shown in Fig. 1 , They said that decision makers and analysts possess historical and experimental data which is insufficient. Data acquired from statistical understanding of various assumptions depending on the nature of the problem might provide better understanding of risk and uncertainty associated with the problem.
The impact of the choice of a method on actual decisions is also well known, as well as the consequences of poor decisions [17] . Eldarandaly et al. [5] asserted that applying different MCDM methods to the same decisional problem could often generate different outcomes. The use of an inappropriate MCDM method could lead to inappropriate decisions [24] . Ishizaka and Siraj [16] asserted on the importance of good decisions and claimed that several MCDM methods were improving them.
This paper explores the impact of the choice of method when risk and uncertainty may exist. A novel automated system selects a group of candidate methods and then sensitivity analysis is applied to the group of candidate methods to recommend the most suitable method for a particular decisional problem. Finally some new general proposition are developed based on a set of generalized potential MCDM scenarios and then explained.
New MCDM methods selection approach
Many researchers have proposed different MCDM methods selection approaches [12] ; Hobbs, 1986; [1, 5, 13, 17, 18, [22] [23] [24] 32, 33, 47, 48] . MacCrimmon [19] might be the first to recognize the importance of the MCDM methods selection problem and the need to compare MCDM methods. MacCrimmon also identified preference information and proposed a classification of MCDM methods based on a method specification chart in the form of a tree diagram that included illustrative application examples.
Many researchers compared different MCDM methods based on the final outcome provided by these methods but such comparison of final results could be considered as "ill founded" [32] . Researchers considered MCDM methods as a tool for better understanding decisional problems, and exploring, studying, and evaluating different possibilities, rather than just considering MCDM methods as a tool for making decisions.
Many factors could affect the selection of MCDM methods. They could be selected randomly, the decision maker might have previous knowledge or experience with them, or they may just be available [17, 18, 47] . Considering the diversity of MCDM methods, several researchers proposed approaches to select a suitable MCDM method for a problem. However, a well-structured way of selecting MCDM methods is missing from the literature.
A new structured approach was developed by the authors as a part of broader research. A number of factors that needed to be addressed when selecting a MCDM method were identified, including problem characteristics and MCDM methods' characteristics [15] .
By addressing these factors, a framework could provide decision makers with a group of candidate MCDM methods appropriate for their problem. In this paper, MCDM methods dealing with discrete sets of alternatives were considered. Sensitivity analysis was carried out on this subset of candidate methods to select a MCDM method that delivered the most robust outcome according to decision makers' anticipation of risk factors and uncertainty.
Traintaphyllou and Sanchez [45] claimed that weights assigned to criteria characterize the importance of the criteria, thus identifying the critical criteria and accurately re-evaluating their weight could improve the decision-making process. They proposed a framework to determine the minimum percentage change required in criteria weights to change the ranking of any two alternatives, and, the minimum percentage change required in performance measure to change the ranking of any two alternatives "in terms of a single decision criterion at a time".
Research conducted by the authors and presented in this paper has resulted in a new set of propositions that considered seven generalized potential scenarios for MCDM problems. Three scenarios depended on the human decision makers: SCENARIO ONE: If decision makers were uncertain of criteria weights and / or anticipate a risk factor of high severity that could affect criteria weights.
SCENARIO TWO: If decision makers were uncertain of performance measures and / or anticipate a risk factor of high severity that could affect performance measures.
SCENARIO THREE: If decision makers were uncertain and / or anticipate a risk factor of high severity that could affect both criteria weights and performance measures.
Three scenarios depended on performance measures and criteria weights:
SCENARIO FOUR: Whenever two alternatives were indifferent from each other in the final outcome, and they had different performance measures with respect to criteria.
SCENARIO FIVE: If an alternative scores highest on the most important criterion or criteria and did not have poor performances on others.
SCENARIO SIX: For an alternative to be ranked first in an equal criteria weight decisional problem.
Numerical examples
As examples, this section describes three decisional problems put through the Novel MCDM Methods Selection Framework [15] , and the application of sensitivity analysis to select the most appropriate method from a subset of suggested candidate methods.
Numerical example 1 (U.S. coast guard)
This example considered how members of the U.S. Coast Guard were rated by their superiors. A set of six criteria were identified, and a set of six anonymous alternatives (officers) were assessed by the identified set of criteria. Results were submitted as part of the officers' service record and results of this assessment were used for the eligibility of officers to be selected for the next superior rank.
The set of criteria were:
• Criteria weights and performance measures for all the alternative with respect to all the criteria are shown as a decision matrix in Table 1 .
The Novel MCDM Methods Selection Framework was applied to this decisional problem as shown in Fig. 2 . Eight questions addressing MCDM problem characteristics and the MCDM methods characteristics were asked. The nature of the alternative set was considered to be "Discrete" because the alternative consisted of integer values. Inputs considered in this numerical example were quantitative. All input information was deterministic. The aim behind applying MCDM methods to this problem was to rank the set of alternatives using pairwise comparisons to achieve a total order of alternatives. An absolute criteria measure scale was used considering a preference structure between alternatives.
A screen shot of the user interface of the structured MCDM Methods Selection Framework is shown in Fig. 3 . A group of candidate methods were suitable for this decisional problem as shown at the bottom left the screen shot shown in Fig. 3 and listed here: Because AHP and PROMETHEE II methods delivered a different ranking of alternatives, sensitivity analysis was conducted on both methods' outcomes to recommend a method that best suited this decisional problem and provided the most robust outcome. Minimum percentage change required to alter the ranking of alternatives for the most critical criterion weight and most critical performance measure were calculated. Results are shown in Tables Tables 4 and 5 stands for a non-feasible value where ± 100% change in the value of that performance measure did not affect the original ranking of the alternatives.
The most critical criterion in this numerical example using AHP was the second criterion (C 2 ) that represented "Interpersonal Relations" signified by the smallest value (bold number) in Table 2 . This value represented the minimum percentage change required in the weight of the "Interpersonal Relations" criterion to change the ranking of alternatives two and three, a 6.299% decrease in its weight change the preference from alternative three to alternative two (A 2 > A 3 ).
The most critical criterion in this numerical example using PROM-ETHEE II was the first criterion (C 1 ) that represented "Performance Of Duties", signified by the smallest value (bold number) in Table 3 . This value represented the minimum percentage change required in the weight of the "Performance of Duties" criterion to change the ranking of alternatives one and two. Where a 2.027% decrease in its weight changed the preference from alternatives two to alternative one (A 1 > A 2 ). 
Table 2
Minimum percentage change in criteria for U.S. coast guard example using AHP.
Criteria
Percentage change Table 3 Minimum percentage change in criteria weights for U.S. coast guard example using PROMETHEE II. Table 4 Minimum percentage change in performance measures for U.S. coast guard example using AHP.
Performance measure Percentage change New ranking 
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The most critical performance measures in this numerical example using AHP were (A 2 C 1 & A 3 C 2 ), signified by the smallest values (bold numbers) in Table 4 . These values represented the minimum percentage change required in the value of performance measure (A 2 C 1 ) or (A 3 C 2 ) to change the ranking of alternatives two and three (A 2 & A 3 ). A 1% increase in the value of performance measure (A 2 C 1 ) changed the order to prefer alternative two over alternative three (A 2 > A 3 ). A 1% increase in the value of performance measure (A 3 C 2 ) changed the order to prefer alternative three to alternative two (A 3 > A 2 ).
The most critical performance measures in this numerical example using PROMETHEE II were (A 1 C 1 , A 3 C 1 , A 4 C 1 , A 5 C 1 , A 6 C 1 , A 2 C 2 , A 5 C 2 , A 2 C 4 , A 3 C 4 , A 4 C 4 & A 5 C 4 ), signified by the smallest values (bold numbers) in Table 5 . These values represented the minimum percentage change required in the value of performance measures (A 1 C 1 , A 3 C 1 , A 4 C 1 , A 5 C 1 , A 5 C 1 , A 6 C 1 , A 2 C 2 , A 5 C 2 , A 2 C 4 , A 3 C 4 , A 4 C 4 & A 5 C 4 ) to change the ranking of the alternatives. A 1% increase in the value of (A 1 C 1 ) changed the ranking of alternatives one and three (A 1 > A 3 ). A 1% decrease in the value of (A 3 C 1 ) changed the ranking of alternatives three and four (A 4 > A 3 ). A 1% decrease in the value of (A 5 C 1 ) changed the ranking of alternatives two and four (A 4 > A 2 ). A 1% decrease in the value of (A 6 C 1 ) changed the ranking of alternatives one and three (A 1 > A 3 ) and alternatives five and six (A 5 > A 6 ). A 1% increase in the value of (A 2 C 2 ) changed the ranking of alternatives two and three (A 2 > A 3 ). A 1% decrease in the value of (A 2 C 2 ) changed the ranking of alternatives one and two (A 1 > A 2 ) and alternatives five and six (A 5 > A 6 ). A 1% increase in the value of (A 4 C 1 ) changed the ranking of alternatives four and three (A 4 > A 3 ). A 1% increase in the value of (A 5 C 1 ) changed the ranking of alternatives three and one (A 1 > A 3 ) and alternatives five and six (A 5 > A 6 ). A 1% decrease in the value of (A 5 C 1 ) changed the ranking of alternatives two and four (A 4 > A 2 ). A 1% change in the value of (A 5 C 2 ) changed the ranking of alternatives two and three (A 2 > A 3 ). A 1% increase in the values of (A 2 C 4 or A 5 C 4 ) changed the ranking of alternatives two and three (A 2 > A 3 ). A 1% decrease in the values of (A 3 C 4 , A 4 C 4 ) changed the ranking of alternatives two and three (A 2 > A 3 ).
This decisional problem provided specific examples of four of the scenarios listed in Section 2 and actions were considered to address them:
SCENARIO ONE: AHP and PROMETHEE II delivered different outcomes. AHP required a 6.299% decrease in the value of most critical criterion weight (i.e. "Interpersonal Relations") to alter the ranking of alternatives, while PROMETHEE II required a 2.027% decrease to the value of the most critical criterion weight (i.e. "Performance of Duties") to alter the ranking of alternatives. AHP was 3.108 times less sensitive to changes in the value of the most critical criterion weight than PROMETHEE II. Decision makers often prefer a method that is resilient to changes in criteria weights, they often apply MCDM methods to aid them in delivering strategic decisions and long-term planning [29] . A robust method provides more stable outcomes with less sensitivity to risk and uncertainties. AHP would be recommended for this decisional problem when decision makers were uncertain of criteria weights or anticipated a risk factor of high severity that could affect criteria weights.
SCENARIO TWO: AHP required a 1% increase to the values of most critical performance measures to alter the ranking of the alternatives. PROMETHEE II also required a 1% change to the values of the most critical performance measures to alter the ranking of the alternatives. Both methods had the same sensitivity towards uncertainty in performance measures; AHP had two critical performance measures while PROMETHEE II had fourteen critical performance measures. Decision makers often prefer a method that is less sensitive to changes in the values of the performance measures, they often apply MCDM methods to aid them in delivering strategic decisions and long-term planning [29] . A robust method provides more stable outcomes with less sensitivity to risk and uncertainties. AHP would also be recommended for this decisional problem if decision makers were uncertain of performance measures or anticipated a risk factor of high severity that could affect performance measures. Analysis of these results showed that the number of critical performance measures and the number of critical criteria should be taken into consideration when recommending a MCDM method from a subset of candidate methods. From Tables 2 and  4 , AHP had one critical criterion and two critical performance measures, from Tables 3 and 5 PROMETHEE II had one critical criterion and fourteen critical performance measures, AHP would be recommended for this decisional problem when the number of critical performance measures and the number of critical criteria were taken into consideration.
SCENARIO THREE: AHP was less sensitive than PROMETHEE II to changes in the values of the most critical criteria weights and had fewer critical performance measures. The number of most critical criteria and most critical performance measures a method has for a certain decisional problem provides guidance towards the number of risk factors a method is vulnerable to. The higher the number of most critical criteria and most critical performance measures, the higher the number of risk factors a method is sensitive towards that might change the final outcome of the method. Moreover, the lower the minimum percentage change required in the most critical criteria and the most critical performance measure, the higher the sensitivity of the final outcome of a method to changes in the inputs (i.e. risk and uncertainty). Recommending AHP for this decisional problem when risk and uncertainty would affect both criteria weights and / or performance measures may provide a more robust outcome. , and required a 6.299% change in the value of the most critical criterion weight or a 1% change in the most critical performance measures to change the ranking of the alternatives. Whenever two alternatives are indifferent from each other in the final outcome, the state of these alternatives might be considered as a state of equilibrium, where any change in any performance measure of one alternative with respect to any criteria might prefer one alternative to the other, and / or any change in any criteria weights might prefer one alternative to the other.
In all four scenarios, AHP would be preferred for this problem. Moreover the analysis of the results of this numerical example and the results from other case studies conducted by the authors (available upon request) showed that the higher the weight of the criterion the higher the probability that it was the most critical criterion and the higher the probability that it was the most critical performance measure to be with respect to that criterion.
Numerical example 2 (BOING strategic market decisions)
This example considered the threat proposed by Airbus to the commercial jet aircraft market dominated by Boeing. This decisional problem evaluated the market attractiveness and competitive strength for Boeing in four global markets. A set of twenty-four criteria were identified.
Factors addressed in this numerical example considered the changing nature of airline needs and the international business environment. Market attractiveness included political climate, competitive intensity, growth and size. The competitive strength in each of the four regions was assessed based on relative market share, price competition, aircraft quality, and customer knowledge of each type of plane.
The set of criteria were: Criteria weights and performance measures for alternatives with respect to criteria are shown as a decision matrix in Table 6 .
The Novel MCDM Methods Selection Framework was applied to this decisional problem as shown in Fig. 2 . A screen shot of the structured MCDM methods selection framework is shown in Fig. 3 . The group of candidate methods that were suitable for this decisional problem were the same as for example 1.
AHP and PROMETHE II methods were again selected for this decisional problem because they were available and easy to use. AHP provided the following ranking of alternatives: A 2 > A 1 > A 4 > A 3 , with a global score of alternatives: A 1 = 0.308, A 2 = 0.322, A 3 = 0.180 Although AHP and PROMETHEE II methods delivered the same ranking of alternatives, sensitivity analysis was conducted on both methods' outcomes to recommend the method that best suited this decisional problem and provided the most robust outcome. Minimum percentage change required to alter the ranking of alternatives for the most critical criterion weight and most critical performance measure were calculated. Results are shown in Tables 7, 8 , 9 and 10. N/F shown in Tables 9 and 10 stands for a non-feasible value where ± 100% change in the value of that performance measure did not affect the original ranking of the alternatives.
The most critical criterion in this numerical example using AHP was the fourth criterion (C 4 ) (i.e. "Market growth rate for 115-150 passengers") signified by the smallest value (bold number) in Table 7 . This value represented the minimum percentage change required in the weight of the "Market growth rate for the 115-150 passengers" criterion to change the ranking of alternatives one and two (A 1 > A 2 ). A 19.255% decrease in its weight preferred the "United States" market region (A 1 ) to "Asia" market region (A 2 ).
The most critical criterion in this numerical example using PROM-ETHEE II was the fourth criterion (C 4 ) (i.e. "Market growth rate for 115-150 passengers"), signified by the smallest value (bold number) in Table 8 . This value represented the minimum percentage change required in the weight of the "Market growth rate for 115-150 passengers" to change the ranking of alternatives one and two (A 1 > A 2 ). A 50.311% decrease in its weight preferred the "United States" market region (A 1 ) to "Asia" market region (A 2 ).
The most critical performance measures in this numerical example using AHP were (A 4 C 19 , A 4 C 20 & A 4 C 21 ), signified by the smallest values (bold numbers) in Table 9 . These values represented the minimum percentage change required in the value of their performance measures to change the ranking of alternatives three and four "Europe" and the "Middle East" (A 3 > A 4 ). A 25% decrease in the values of their performance measures changed the preference from the "Middle East" region to "Europe".
The most critical performance measures in this numerical example using PROMETHEE II were (A 1 C 19 21 ) to change the ranking of the alternatives one and two, "United states" and "Asia" (A 1 > A 2 ). A 1% increase in the value of their performance measures changed the preference from "Asia" to the "United States". A 1% decrease in the value of their performance measures changed the preference from "Asia" to the "United States".
This decisional problem provided examples of three scenarios listed in Section 2 and actions were considered to address them:
SCENARIO ONE: AHP and PROMETHEE II delivered the same outcome. AHP required a 19.255% decrease to the value of most critical criterion weight (i.e. "Market growth rate for 115-150 passengers") to alter the ranking of alternatives, while PROMETHEE II required a 50.311% decrease to the value of the most critical criterion weight (i.e. "Market growth rate for 115-150 passengers") to alter the ranking of alternatives. PROMETHEE II was 2.613 times less sensitive to changes in the value of the most critical criterion weight than AHP. Decision makers often prefer a method that is resilient to changes in criteria weights and often apply MCDM methods to aid them in delivering strategic decisions and long-term planning [29] . A robust method provides more stable outcomes with less sensitivity to risk and uncertainties. PROMETHEE II would be recommended for this decisional problem when decision makers were uncertain of criteria weights or anticipated a risk factor of high severity that could affect criteria weights. SCENARIO TWO: AHP required a 25% increase to the values of most critical performance measures to alter the ranking of the alternatives. PROMETHEE II required a 1% change to the values of the most critical performance measures to alter the ranking of the alternatives. AHP was 25 times less sensitive than PROMETHEE II to changes in the values of the most critical performance measures. Decision makers often prefer a method that is less sensitive to changes in the values of the performance measures and often apply MCDM methods to aid them in delivering strategic decisions and long-term planning [29] . A robust method provides more stable outcomes with less sensitivity to risk and uncertainties. AHP would be recommended for this decisional problem when decision makers were uncertain of performance measures or anticipated a risk factor of high severity that could affect performance measures.
SCENARIO THREE: PROMETHEE II was less sensitive than AHP to changes in the value of the most critical criterion weight and required a 50.311% change to the value of the most critical criterion weight to change the ranking of the alternatives. AHP was less sensitive than PROMETHEE to changes in the values of the most critical performance measures and required a 25% change to the values of the most critical performance measures to change the ranking of the alternatives. The number of the most critical criteria and the most critical performance measures a method has for a decisional problem provides guidance about the number of risk factors the method is vulnerable towards. The higher the number of the most critical criteria and the most critical performance measures, the higher the number of risk factors a method is sensitive towards that might change the final outcome. Moreover, the lower the minimum percentage change required in the most critical criteria and the most critical performance measure, the higher the Table 9 Minimum percentage change in performance measures for Boing strategic market decisions example using AHP.
Performance measure
Percentage change New ranking 
N/F -sensitivity of the final outcome of a method to changes in the inputs (i.e. risk and uncertainty). In this case a best compromise between minimum percentage change required in the most critical performance measures and the most critical criteria should be made. Recommending AHP for this decisional problem would provide a more robust outcome with less vulnerability to risk and uncertainty.
Numerical example 3 (Corporate relocation decision)
This numerical example considered ways to determine the best city in the United States of America to relocate a corporation. A set of six criteria were identified and five cities met the minimum requirements identified by the analysts.
• Criteria weights and performance measures for all the alternative with respect to all the criteria are shown as a decision matrix in Table 11 .
The Novel MCDM Methods Selection Framework was applied to this decisional problem as shown in Fig. 2 . A screen shot of the structured MCDM methods selection framework is shown in Fig. 3 . The group of candidate methods that were suitable for this decisional problem were the same as for Examples 1 and 2.
AHP and PROMETHEE II were selected for this numerical example. AHP provided the following ranking of alternatives: Table 10 Minimum percentage change in performance measures for Boing strategic market decisions example using PROMETHEE II.
Performance measure Percentage change New ranking Although AHP and PROMETHEE II methods delivered the same ranking of alternatives, sensitivity analysis was conducted on both methods' outcomes to recommend a method that best suited this decisional problem and provided the most robust outcome. Minimum percentage change required to alter the ranking of alternatives for the most critical criterion weight and the most critical performance measure were calculated. Results are shown in Tables 12, 13, 14 and 15 . N/F shown in Tables 14 and 15 stands for a non-feasible value where ± 100% change in the value of that performance measure did not affect the original ranking of the alternatives.
The most critical criterion in this numerical example using AHP was the first criterion (C 1 ) (i.e. "Financial Considerations") signified by the smallest value (bold number) in Table 12 . This value represented the minimum percentage change required in the weight of the "Financial Considerations" criterion to change the ranking of alternatives two and five (A 2 > A 5 ). A 10.514% increase in its weight preferred "Washington D.C." to "Portland".
The most critical criterion in this numerical example using PROM-ETHEE II was the first criterion (C 1 ) (i.e. "Financial Considerations") signified by the smallest value (bold number) in Table 13 . This value represented the minimum percentage change required in the weight of the "Financial Considerations" criterion to change the ranking of alternatives three and five "Atlanta" and "Portland" (A 5 > A 3 ). Where a 25.234% decrease in its weight preferred "Portland" to "Atlanta".
The most critical performance measure in this numerical example using AHP was (A 2 C 1 ), signified by the smallest value (bold number) in Table 14 . This value represented the minimum percentage change required in the value of performance measure (A 2 C 1 ) to change the ranking of alternatives two and five, "Washington D.C." and "Portland" (A 2 > A 5 ). A 10% increase in its value preferred "Washington D.C." to "Portland".
The most critical performance measure in this numerical example using PROMETHEE II was (A 3 C 1 ), signified by the smallest value (bold number) in Table 15 . This value represented the minimum percentage change required in the value of performance measure (A 3 C 1 ) to change the ranking of alternatives three and five, "Atlanta" and "Portland" (A 5 > A 3 ). A 29% decrease in its value preferred "Portland" to "Atlanta".
This decisional problem provided specific examples of three scenarios listed in Section 2 and actions were considered to address them:
SCENARIO ONE: AHP required a 10.514% increase to the value of most critical criterion weight to alter the ranking of alternatives, while PROMETHEE II required a 25,234% decrease to the value of the most critical criterion weight to alter the ranking of alternatives. Both methods delivered the same outcomes. PROMETHEE II was 2.4 times Table 12 Minimum percentage change in criteria weights for corporate relocation decision example using AHP. 
less sensitive to changes in the value of the most critical criterion weight than AHP. Decision makers often prefer a method that is resilient to changes in criteria weights and often apply MCDM methods to aid them in delivering strategic decisions and long-term planning [29] .
A robust method provides more stable outcomes with less sensitivity to risk and uncertainties. PROMETHEE II would be recommended for this decisional problem when decision makers were uncertain of criteria weights or anticipated a risk factor of high severity that could affect criteria weights. SCENARIO TWO: AHP required a 10% increase to the value of most critical performance measure score to alter the ranking of alternatives, while PROMETHEE II required a 29% decrease to the value of the most critical performance measure score to alter the ranking of alternatives. PROMETHEE II was 2.9 times less sensitive to changes in the value of the most critical performance measure than AHP. Decision makers often prefer a method that is less sensitive to changes in the values of the performance measures and often apply MCDM methods to aid them in delivering strategic decisions and long-term planning [29] . A robust method provides more stable outcomes with less sensitivity to risk and uncertainties. PROMETHEE II would also be recommended for this decisional problem when decision makers were uncertain of performance measures or anticipated a risk factor of high severity that could affect performance measures.
SCENARIO THREE: The number of the most critical criteria and the most critical performance measures a method has for a certain decisional problem provides guidance about the number of risk factors the method is vulnerable. The higher the number of the most critical criteria and the most critical performance measures, the higher the number of risk factors a method is sensitive that might change the final outcome of the method. Moreover, the lower the minimum percentage change required in the most critical criteria and the most critical performance measure, the higher the sensitivity of the final outcome of a method to changes in the inputs (i.e. risk and uncertainty). PROMET-HEE II was less sensitive than AHP to changes in the values of the both criteria weights and performance measures. Recommending PROMET-HEE II for this decisional problem would provide a more robust outcome with less vulnerability to risk and uncertainty.
In all three scenarios, PROMETHEE II would be preferred for this problem.
Discussion
This paper considered three numerical examples described in Expert Choice Sample models. Numerical example one used a U.S. coast guard officer evaluation model, the second example used a Boeing strategic marketing decision model and the third numerical example used a corporate relocation decision model. Different methods might provide different outputs when applied to the same decisional problem, this was because methods deal differently with performance measures, and criteria weights often have different impact from one method to another, moreover in MCDM problems a "correct" result does not exist [46] . If two methods delivered significantly different results then, at least one method was invalid [15] . MCDM methods deliver a best compromise solution. Work presented in this paper did not compare the outcome of AHP and PROMETHEE II but compared the stability of the outcome of AHP and PROMETHEE II when uncertainty affected both criteria weights and performance measures.
Analysing the results from case studies and the results of numerical examples 1, 2 and 3, and results from other problems, a set of propositions have been suggested.
In each case the following method was used:
1 Qualitative and quantitative risk analysis should be conducted first.
2 The novel MCDM Methods Selection Framework applied to that problem to provide a subset of candidate methods suitable for that problem. 3 Conduct sensitivity analysis on the subset of candidate methods. 4 Results from sensitivity analysis and risk analysis should be used to recommend a method that is least sensitive to factors highlighted by the qualitative and quantitative risk analysis. 5 A MCDM method might be recommended for a decisional problem even though it was highly sensitive to changes in a certain factor, but that factor might not be highlighted during the risk analysis. Also a MCDM method might be excluded from the subset of candidate methods if it was sensitive to factors highlighted by the risk analysis.
Some potential generalized MCDM scenarios were presented in this paper. From these scenarios a new set of propositions can be stated:
• Propositions for Uncertainty in inputs:
PROPOSITION ONE -Uncertainty in Criteria Weights: If decision makers are uncertain of criteria weights and / or anticipate a risk factor of high severity that could affect criteria weights, then a method that is less sensitive to changes in criteria weights should be recommended for the decisional problem. If methods had the same sensitivity to uncertainty in criteria weights, then the method that had fewer critical criteria should be recommended to the decisional problem.
PROPOSITION TWO -Uncertainty in Performance Measures: If decision makers are uncertain of performance measures and / or anticipate a risk factor of high severity that could affect performance measures, then a method that is less sensitive to changes in performance measures should be recommended for the decisional problem. If methods had the same sensitivity to uncertainty in performance measures, then the method that had fewer critical performance measures should be recommended for the decisional problem.
PROPOSITION THREE -Uncertainty in Inputs: If decision makers are uncertain and / or anticipate a risk factor of high severity that could N/F -affect both criteria weights and performance measures, then a method that is least sensitive to changes in criteria weights and performance measures should be recommended for the decisional problem. If methods had the same sensitivity to uncertainty in criteria weights and / or performance measures, then the method that had fewer critical criteria weights and /or performance measures should be recommended for the decisional problem and a best compromise between these factors would be recommended. PROPOSITION FOUR -The Most Critical Criterion: The higher the weight of the criterion the higher the probability that it is the most critical criterion and the higher the probability that it is the most critical performance measure with respect to that criterion.
• Propositions for Ranking of Alternatives:
PROPOSITION FIVE -Indifference Proposition: Whenever two or more alternatives are indifferent in the outcome of a MCDM method, the state of these alternatives might be considered as a state of equilibrium, where any change in any performance measure of the alternative with respect to any criteria might prefer one alternative to the others, and / or any change in any criterion weight might prefer one alternative to the others. Using pseudo criteria, the change required in the performance measures to prefer one alternative to the others must be large enough not to be filtered by the indifference thresholds.
PROPOSITION SIX -When an Alternative will be Ranked First: For an alternative to be ranked first, the alternative must score highest on all criteria. If the MCDM method used allow a compensation between good and poor performances of alternatives with respect to criteria, an alternative might be ranked first if it scored highest on the most important criterion or criteria (i.e. highest weight criterion or criteria) and did not have poor performances for other criteria (i.e. it didn't score significantly lower than other alternatives).
PROPOSITION SEVEN -Equal Criteria Weights: In a decisional problem where all criteria had the same weights, an alternative will be ranked first if:
• Using a method that allowed compensation between good and poor performances with respect to criteria, then the alternative that scored the highest sum when aggregating all performance measures with respect to all criteria will be ranked first.
• Using a method that applied did not allow compensation between good and poor performances with respect to criteria, appropriate indifference and preference thresholds and all criteria had the same type, then the alternative that scored highest on all criteria, or the alternative that scored higher on larger number of criteria (i.e. scored higher on more criteria) will be ranked first.
Conclusions
The large number of existing MCDM methods confuses potential decision makers, resulting in inappropriate pairing of methods and problems. The authors were not suggesting that one MCDM method was better than another, but that one MCDM method could deliver a more robust outcome than another for a specific problem. To recommend a single method for a decisional problem, risk and uncertainty factors needed to be considered. Both performance measures and criteria weights were studied, and sensitivity analysis applied to performance measures and criteria weights to give a recommendation.
This paper presented a new framework and methods to recommend a MCDM method that delivered the most robust output from a variety of existing MCDM methods, each having its own advantages, disadvantages and limitations. Considering a number of potential generalized scenarios for MCDM problems, a new set of general propositions were created and are presented.
Applying sensitivity analysis to one input factor at a time may not be enough and Monte-Carlo simulation might model the uncertainty of more than one input factor at a time. Uncertainty could be modelled using different approaches and for example, applying PROMETHEE II with different criteria types could provide a more stable outcome. PROMETHEE II could also be improved using Veto thresholds.
Other factors were not considered when selecting a MCDM method, for example the level of compensation allowed between good and poor performances of alternatives with respect to criteria, type of value function representing criteria or interaction between criteria. PROME-THEE II Indifference, Preference and Veto thresholds could be used to provide a more robust outcome and enhance the stability of the outcome of PROMETHEE II method.
Proposition five suggested that any change in the criteria weights or in the performance measures of the indifferent alternatives will break the indifference relation proposed by (Roy, 1981 ).
Future work

